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 Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) makes up a large proportion of organic, fine particulate 
matter in the atmosphere and has an impact on climate and human health. Various sources of 
SOA precursors have been identified, but of particular interest to the Petrucci research group is a 
subset of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs), green leaf volatiles (GLVs). Upon 
oxidation of these precursors by ozone, SOA is formed and measurements for chemical analysis 
can be taken, however, current methods pose limitations to the analysis of ultrafine (particle 
diameter of 50 nm and smaller) and solid phase particles. 
 Aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS) is the standard method by which to perform chemical 
analyses on SOA particles. The Petrucci group has developed a mass spectrometer that uses 
near-infrared laser desorption/ionization (NIR-LDI) along with a time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer for chemical analyses of SOA particles. However, the particle lens, which aligns 
particles into a beam focused onto an aluminum wire probe for deposition, inefficiently 
collimates ultrafine particles. Additionally, solid particles directed at the probe can bounce off 
and are lost, preventing subsequent measurement. These limitations are surmounted by a method 
developed and described herein for coating particles with an organic matrix. This matrix 
artificially grows ultrafine particles to a size that can be sampled by the particle lens into our 
mass spectrometer and which coats solid particles in a liquid layer so that they may stick to the 
probe for measurement. 
 Dioctyl sebacate (DOS) and squalane (Squ) are proposed for use as the organic matrix to 
artificially grow and coat ultrafine and solid particles of interest for chemical analysis. Growth 
apparatuses were designed and optimized for coating SOA particles generated in an 
environmental chamber. The NIR-LDI-AMS spectrometer and scanning mobility particle sizers 
(SMPSs) were used to study these particles both with and without organic coating. Use of both 
DOS and Squ showed that particle growth and measurement was possible, but due to significant 
particle transmission efficiency inconsistencies through the growth apparatus and the appearance 
of matrix ions in mass spectra, DOS was deemed unsuitable for further use. Using Squ, 
optimization for maximum and consistent particle transmission efficiency (~80-90%) through the 
growth apparatus was achieved. Furthermore, few spurious ions were generated for squalane-
coated SOA particles. Therefore, Squ was deemed suitable for artificial growth and coating of 
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Organic aerosol in the atmosphere is composed of primary organic aerosols (POA), 
which are emitted directly into the atmosphere mainly as a result of fossil fuel or biomass 
burning
1
, and secondary organic aerosol (SOA), which forms in the atmosphere via oxidation of 
volatile organic precursors that are already present
1,2
. Secondary organic aerosol is categorized 
by the semi- and low-volatility chemical products
3
 formed when a volatile organic compound 
(VOC) is oxidized in the atmosphere
2,3







. Understanding the composition of atmospheric SOA particles and the 
chemistry that they undergo throughout their formation and ageing processes is a focus of the 
Petrucci research group. Of special interest is the chemistry that occurs at the earliest stages of 
SOA formation. This chemistry may have an impact on how those particles age and the chemical 




SOA formation and ageing processes are of particular interest due to their impact on the 
atmosphere and environment
2
. Aerosols in the atmosphere are known sources of radiation 
absorption and scattering, and therefore contribute to the climate
2,9
. Furthermore, these aerosols 
can form clouds
10
, changing the atmospheric albedo and impact cloud coverage, lifetime, and 
rainout events
7
. Understanding the formation and ageing processes of different VOC precursors 
to SOA chemical systems is important in understanding the overall impact of these aerosols on 
the climate
9
 and on human health
12
.  
Approximately 90% of VOC SOA precursors in the atmosphere are released by biogenic 
sources (BVOCs)
2,13,14
. A subset of BVOCs that contribute significantly to the overall SOA 
population in the atmosphere are green leaf volatiles (GLV)
6,7
, which are released by plants 
2 
 
when tissue damage occurs, and are also important for plant signaling. The release of GLVs can 
occur in many ways, including the simple process of cutting turf grass
7,14
, or chopping down 
sugar cane
15,16
. The research done in the Petrucci group can therefore be applied to the overall 
understanding of SOA contribution by these processes. Acting as precursors to SOA formation, 
the GLVs of particular interest in this research group, and this project, include cis-3-hexenyl 
acetate (CHA) and cis-3-hexenol (HXL)
6,14
. 
Aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS) has become the standard method to determine the 
chemical composition of SOA particles. The Petrucci laboratory has developed a soft ionization 
mass spectrometer that facilitates deconvolution of SOA particle chemical profiles. However, 
like all AMS instruments today, particles are sampled via a particle inlet that is inefficient at 
sampling ultrafine particles with diameters less than 50 nm
17,18
. This limitation inhibits our 
ability to chemically analyze SOA at and immediately following particle formation (i.e. genesis), 
as the particles are typically only a few tens of nanometers in diameter
19
. Measurements taken at 
particle genesis are important for understanding the formation chemistry of these aerosols, which 
in turn impacts their atmospheric ageing and ultimate role in atmospheric processes.
20-22
 
Therefore, the scope of my thesis project is the development of a method to artificially grow 
these ultrafine particles to greater than 50 nm by condensation of an organic matrix prior to 















2.1 Organic Aerosols 
 
Fine particulate matter is defined by the EPA as inhalable particles that are 2.5 
micrometers or smaller (PM2.5) in aerodynamic diameter, including combustion particles, metals, 
and organic compounds. The maximum allowable total aerosol particulate mass (inorganic and 
organic) permitted in the atmosphere is regulated by the EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards, but their directives do not consider the chemical composition of the aerosol mass. 
Organic aerosol contributes 20-90% of fine particle matter
1,2,9
, and of these contributions, 70-
90% is of secondary nature (i.e. secondary organic aerosol).
2,23
 Furthermore, the atmospheric 
impacts attributed to SOA such as radiation absorption and scattering
2,9
, increased cloud albedo, 
and increased cloud lifetime
1
 suggest that their relatively low total mass is not an accurate 
reflector of their atmospheric relevance. Because of their roles in the atmosphere and climate, the 
chemical complexity of SOA particles is important to understand. Understanding these 
complexities could help to model the effects on the atmosphere and climate in different regions 
of the world, how interactions with different environmental conditions could cause variability in 




2.2 Green Leaf Volatiles  
Sources of SOA precursors are varied and include anthropogenic and biogenic sources. 
Anthropogenic (A) VOCs include emissions from fossil fuel combustion, solvents, and industrial 
processes.
24
 Biogenic (B) VOCs include emissions from trees, grasses, and the oceans
2
, and 
make up most of the VOC mass that forms SOA.
1,2
 Because BVOCs contribute to such a large 
proportion of SOA precursors (90%, globally
7
), the work in the Petrucci research group is 
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focused on studying specific sources of BVOCs and the properties of the SOA that they produce. 
A subset of BVOCs called green leaf volatiles (GLV), which remain poorly studied and 
understood, was recently shown to make significant contributions to overall SOA mass in the 
atmosphere.
14
 GLVs are emitted by leafy plants for a number of reasons, including as a response 
to plant tissue damage and plant signaling. When one considers the large areas of the world 
covered by turf grasses and other types of leafy plants, the need to study the SOA forming 
potential, chemistry and atmospheric ageing is clear.  
 The primary GLV emissions from turf grass include cis-3-hexenyl acetate (CHA) and cis-
3-hexenol (HXL)
14
. Oxidation of both CHA and HXL with ozone to form their respective SOA 
products has been studied by the Petrucci group in efforts to understand how processes such as 




  While HXL and CHA SOA systems have both been studied and chemical mechanisms of 
formation and ageing under dry conditions have been proposed
7
, more recent observations of 
these systems have led to a realized need for a new method of measurement. Under humid 
conditions, the CHA-derived SOA system showed a unique mass spectrum to that of the CHA 
SOA observed under dry conditions, suggesting a different chemical mechanism of initial 
particle formation and ageing. These differences are important in our research to understand how 
SOA contributions to the atmosphere and environment are impacted by higher levels of water 
vapor (humidity) in the air.  
CHA-derived SOA particles generated under dry conditions form with diameters between 
50 nm and 60 nm. Upon ageing, condensable organic vapors also partition to these particles and 
the mean particle size increases with time. On the other hand, when generated under conditions 
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of high relative humidity (RH, 75%), the CHA-derived SOA particles were near 20-30 nm in 
diameter upon formation; too small for mass spectrometry measurements to be obtained due to 
inefficient particle sampling with the aerodynamic lens. Figure 1 shows typical size distributions 
at particle formation under dry (Figure 1-a) and humid (Figure 1-b) conditions. Because a goal of 
the research conducted in this field includes furthering the understanding of the chemistry that 
occurs during SOA formation, being able to take mass spectrometry measurements at particle 
genesis is necessary.  
 






2.3 Aerosol Mass Spectrometry 
Aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS) has become the standard method for chemical 
analyses of SOA products, and the Petrucci group has developed a mass spectrometer that 
utilizes soft ionization to minimize fragmentation, thereby facilitating deconvolution of the mass 
spectra.
25
 Near-infrared laser desorption/ionization aerosol mass spectrometry (NIR-LDI-AMS) 
is employed for mass spectral chemical analyses, along with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 
The instrument is shown in Figure 2 and is described in detail elsewhere.
25
 
Briefly, the NIR-LDI-AMS spectrometer samples aerosol via a particle inlet consisting of 
a system of concentric orifices that pump away atmospheric gases, while simultaneously 
collimating particles into a beam. This assembly of orifices that are pumped differentially is 
commonly termed an aerodynamic lens. The particle beam formed by the aerodynamic lens is 
directed at the tip of an aluminum wire probe where the particles are deposited by impaction. In 
our research, the particles are ionized by a low energy, near-infrared laser pulse, which 
eliminates molecular fragmentation and greatly facilitates chemical analysis using a time of 








A limitation of all current instruments using aerodynamic lenses for aerosol sampling is 
that they efficiently collimate only particles with diameters greater than 50 nm.
26,27 
This 
precludes their use in studies of SOA formation, especially under humid conditions, where 
particle diameters are well below this limit. An additional complication of using an aerodynamic 
lens is that particles are accelerated to almost sonic velocities prior to impaction onto the 
aluminum wire probe. At these high velocities, solid-state particles may rebound from the probe 
upon impaction (and so are not sampled) prohibiting them from being measured. Therefore, there 
is need for a method by which ultrafine and solid aerosol particles can be artificially 
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grown/coated to a size that can be efficiently sampled by the particle lens as well as inhibit 
bouncing of solid particles for subsequent mass spectral analysis.  
 
2.4 Particle Coating 
For effective use of an organic coating in particle sampling for aerosol mass 
spectrometry, several criteria must be met: (1) the matrix must be inert, so as to prevent reaction 
with particle components; (2) it should be of high-enough volatility to enter the vapor phase at 
temperature low enough to minimize volatilization losses of particle components; (3) its 
saturation vapor pressure at the operating temperature should be high enough to minimize 
(ideally, prevent), homogeneous nucleation of pure matrix particles; and, finally, (4) the 
chemical structure of the organic must be such that no measurable signals are observed from the 
matrix during chemical analyses of coated SOA products. Based on these criteria, two potential 
candidates for the coating matrix were identified: Dioctyl sebacate (DOS) and Squalane (Squ). 
The chemical structures and properties leading to the identification of both DOS and Squ as 
suitable candidates are listed in Table 1.
31-34
 
To the best of our knowledge, only one report has appeared in the literature where the 
authors used dioctyl sebacate, a high viscosity, low boiling point organic ester, to coat 
ammonium sulfate particles prior to sampling into an aerosol mass spectrometer.
28
 Other than an 
improved detection efficiency of the ammonium sulfate particles, the authors reported no 
systematic studies of the coating process or the impact of the added matrix on chemical analysis. 
Squalane, another viscous organic matrix, has also been proposed as a coating for reaction rate 
studies
29
 and for photoelectron attenuation through a thin coating
30
, but no reports have been 
published with respect to its use as a means of improving aerodynamic lens performance for 
aerosol mass spectrometry. 
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Table 1: Dioctyl Sebacate and Squalane Physical and Chemical Properties 



















2.5 Thesis Description 
Herein I will describe the methods devised for mass spectrometric sampling and 
measurement for the applications of artificial growth of small particles (less than 50 nm 
diameter) and solid phase particles. Artificial growth was achieved by the condensation of matrix 
vapors onto these particles through a unique growth apparatus. Particle growth within the coating 
apparatus was measured and quantified with scanning mobility particle sizers. Subsequent mass 
spectrometry measurements of these particles were carried out to evaluate possible matrix effects 
introduced by the coating. The growth of ultrafine and solid particles will allow for aerosol mass 
spectrometric chemical analysis of SOA particles previously inaccessible to existing methods. 
 
3. METHODS 
3.1 Particle Generation 
3.1.1 Secondary Organic Aerosol 
Aerosol particles for experimental runs were generated in the particle genesis chamber 
(PGC), a 750 L Teflon bag with ports extending to areas outside the bag from which samples 
could be taken for measurement, or injections to the PGC could be made. Adjacent to the PGC, a 
10 
 
heating mantle equipped with a three-neck, pear-shaped flask was set up for GLV injection with 
particle-free air (also termed zero air) flowing through it.  
 Aerosol particle generation was initiated by injection of 1 μL of GLV (either CHA or 
HXL) into the three-neck flask contained by the heating mantle and flowing zero-air through it 
for 10 minutes to ensure that all of the GLV was transferred to the PGC. An injection of 1μL 
resulted in a GLV mixing ratio of approximately 700 ppb. The PGC was allowed to equilibrate 
for several minutes before a 10-second burst of ozone was injected to the PGC from an ozone 
generator, yielding about 1000 ppb ozone. Using a commercial particle sizing instrument 
(Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer, (SMPS), Model SMPS 3080 and 3082, TSI Inc, MN, USA), 
aerosol particles generated from the ozonolysis event were detected. The SMPS was also used to 
measure the size and number of particles formed (i.e., the aerosol size distribution). Assuming 
spherical particles and an average particle density of 1.2 g/cm
3  35
, the absolute particle mass 
loading (CSOA) could be estimated. 
 
3.1.2 Ammonium Sulfate 
  Ammonium sulfate (>99%, Fisher Scientific) was injected into the PGC by use of a 
pneumatic, V-groove nebulizer, taking an aqueous solution of 10,000 ppm ammonium sulfate 
and bringing it into a fine mist of particles that could be measured. Following nebulization, the 
particles were passed through a diffusion dryer to remove course water droplets before the 
ammonium sulfate particles were passed into the PGC. 
 
3.2 Growth Reagents  
 Dioctyl sebacate (97%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and squalane (99%) was 
purchased from Fisher Scientific. Both reagents were used without further purification. 
11 
 
3.3 Dioctyl Sebacate 
3.3.1 Experimental Design 
The initial experimental set up for experiments using DOS as the organic matrix for 
particle growth is shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: Experimental design for DOS. Particles are generated in the PGC and are measured directly 
by SMPS 2. SMPS 1  measures the particles after they have passed through the DOS vapor and 
condenser. A mass spectrometer is used to measure the particles with after they have gone through the 
growth apparatus. Arrows indicate flow direction. 
 
 The particles of interest for growth analyses, also referred to as seed particles, were 
generated in the PGC as described in section 3.1, then pulled through the growth apparatus, 
shown in Figure 4. The DOS growth apparatus (DGA) consisted of a three-neck, pear-shaped 




Figure 4: DOS growth apparatus (DGA) is made up of a pear-shaped, three-neck flask rested in a 
heating mantle. A condenser is coming out of the top of the three-neck flask. The temperature of the DOS 
reservoir is regulated and maintained at present point of by use of a thermocouple and PID controller. 
 
The flask was placed in a heating mantle and the temperature controlled by use of a 
thermocouple/PID feedback loop system. The condenser temperature was set and maintained by 
use of a recirculating water-cooling system. Using the established flow rates from the SMPS, the 
mass spectrometer, and the house vacuum line (equipped with a 150 μm critical orifice for flow 
rate control), the seed particles were pulled through the inlet port of the three-neck flask, where 
they mixed with the organic matrix vapor. After mixing, the flow was directed through the 
condenser, where a region of supersaturation of DOS vapors was produced causing condensation 
of DOS onto the seed particles. Following coating, particles were directed to the SMPSs and the 
mass spectrometer. Another SMPS (SMPS 2) was set up to measure the particles directly from 





3.3.2 DOS Growth Apparatus Optimization and Characterization 
Temperature optimization of the DOS was necessary to ensure that nucleation (discussed 
in section 4.1.1) of pure DOS particles would not occur in experimental runs where seed 
particles were being measured.  
Preliminary experiments were performed to find the maximum DOS bath temperature 
that could be attained without formation of new DOS particles. The initial set up for the DOS 
growth apparatus is shown in Figure 3. Particle-free air (also termed zero air) was injected into 
the PGC and passed through the pear-shaped flask containing DOS. In the absence of any SOA 
particles, the temperature of the DOS reservoir was raised from 50 ⁰C in increments of 10℃ until 
homogeneously nucleated DOS particles were measured with the SMPS. Particles were detected 
(homogeneous nucleation occurred) when the DOS reached 100℃, so 90℃ was selected as the 
optimum temperature for the growth experiments. 
Once optimized temperatures were established for DOS, temperature optimization of the 
condenser was established. The use of a condenser was necessary to allow for organic matrix 
coating of particles passing through, however condensation of water vapor in the air, particularly 
when working under high RH conditions, needed to be considered so it would not interfere with 
subsequent chemical analyses. A typical dew point, or the temperature at which water vapor in 
the air condenses, is around 16℃, and therefore the condenser was set there for experimental 
runs. 
Characterization experiments were also done once optimized temperatures were 
established. Ammonium sulfate was generated in the PGC (as described in section 3.1.2) and 
was measured by SMPS 1 through DGA, and by SMPS 2 (Figure 3) to determine the particle 




3.4 Squalane  
3.4.1 Experimental Design 
The experimental set up and design for experiments run with Squ as the organic “growth” 
matrix involved a redesign of the growth apparatus (discussed in sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.1). The 
new design for Squ, SGA (Figure 5), offers a tandem heated condenser-cooled condenser for 
seed particles generated in the PGC to pass through.  
 
Figure 5: Squ growth apparatus (SGA) is shown in 5-a. The heated condenser was wrapped in heated 
tape with temperature control through the thermocouple that is submerged in the Squ reservoir. The 
cooled condenser is attached to the heated condenser. Figure 5-b shows the cross section of the heated 
condenser with the thermocouple. Arrow indicates flow direction. 
 
The heated condenser of SGA was designed to hold a Squ reservoir by using a fitted 
square condenser inside the outer round condenser which was wrapped with heating tape (Figure 
5-b). Squ vapor forms in the heated condenser and is condensed on to the seed particles when 
pulled through the cooled condenser. Flow rate of seed particles through SGA was established by 
SMPS 1, the vacuum line, and the mass spectrometer, shown in Figure 6. Direct measurements 





Figure 6: Particles generated in the PGC were pulled through SGA by the flow rates of SMPS 1, the 
vacuum line, and the mass spectrometer. SMPS 2 was used to take direct particle measurements without 
Squ, from the PGC. Arrows indicate flow direction. 
 
 
3.4.2 Squ Growth Apparatus Optimization and Characterization 
The temperature optimization for Squ in the squalane growth apparatus (SGA) was 
performed in a similar fashion as with DOS, described in the section 3.3.2. The differences from 
DGA when optimizing SGA are as follows. Instead of waiting for homogeneous nucleation to 
occur, ammonium sulfate particles were injected to the PGC starting at 42℃. The temperature of 
the heated condenser was increased in increments of 4℃ until the particle size of the ammonium 
sulfate particles going through the growth apparatus were showing larger diameters on SMPS 1 
than the particles being measured directly on SMPS 2 (i.e., particles were increasing in size due 
to condensation of Squ). The experimental set up and design for the Squ experiments is shown in 
Figure 6.  These particle size differences were observed between 68 and 80℃. Particle number 
was observed on both SMPS 1 and SMPS 2 throughout the optimization experiments to make 
sure that while ammonium sulfate particle size increased, the number of particles did not, which 
16 
 
would indicate homogeneous nucleation of the squalane.  The optimized temperature for Squ in 
SGA was determined to be between 76 and 80℃. 
 Experiments were performed to characterize SGA for particle transmission efficiency. 
CHA-derived SOA particles were sampled through SGA, absent of Squ, and the total particle 
concentration (number/cm
3
) was compared to direct particle measurements from the PGC. SMPS 
1 measured particles through SGA and SMPS 2 took direct particle measurements from the PGC. 
 
3.5 Experimental Runs 
 Particles were generated in the PGC using the methods described in section 3.1. For DOS 
and Squ experiments, the methods described in sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.1 were used, respectively. 
SMPS 1 was used to measure particles that had passed through the growth apparatuses and 
SMPS 2 was used to measure particles directly with no organic matrix. The mass spectrometer 
was used to perform chemical analysis of particles that had passed through the growth apparatus, 
as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 6. The mass spectrometer was also used to measure the particles 
directly from the PGC by switching the tubing shown in Figures 3 & 6 to tap into the line 
directed to SMPS 2 from the PGC.  
 
3.5.1 Humid Conditions 
 When running experiments for the analysis of humid conditions, elevated relative 
humidity (RH) was generated in the PGC prior to particle generation. To obtain near 70% RH 
without condensation on the inside of the PGC, deionized water was heated in a closed vessel 
and zero air flow was used to push the water vapor in to another closed vessel containing room 
temperature water. Zero air was used to push the water vapor from the room temperature vessel 




Figure 7: Apparatus for generating humid conditions in PGC. Arrows indicate air flow. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Dioctyl Sebacate 
4.1.1 Apparatus Optimization and Characterization  
Dioctyl sebacate (DOS) was chosen as an option for the organic used to artificially grow 
aerosol particles based on the criteria established in section 2.4. However, based on preliminary 
work by other members of the research group, at high enough temperatures of the DOS reservoir, 
it is possible to generate pure particles of DOS through homogeneous nucleation.
36
 Therefore, 
initial experiments were done, as described in section 3.3.2, to determine the maximum 
temperature for DOS growth without initiating homogeneous nucleation of the DOS (as 
measured with the SMPS). In this work homogeneous nucleation started occurring at 100℃, so 
the DOS reservoir was kept at 90℃ for all coating experiments. At this temperature, the DOS 
vapor pressure in DGA would be sufficient to coat particles as they were passed through the 
condensing portion of the apparatus, but not enough to form pure DOS particles. Pure DOS 
particle formation would cause the particle distribution (like those in Figure 1) to misrepresent 
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the seed particle diameter, as it would be also measuring pure DOS. Formation of pure DOS 
would also cause particle number to be larger than the population of seed particles. Particle 
number, diameter, and density are all accounted for in the CSOA estimation, so with pure DOS 
particles (density 0.914 g/cm
3
, Table 1), this calculation would be skewed. 
 With the temperature optimized, potential seed particle loss within the DGA was 
measured (c.f., section 3.3.2). 
 Here, particle transmission efficiencies through the apparatus were calculated by 
comparing particle distributions exiting the DGA with those entering (for example, see Figure 8). 
By comparing total particle transmission (i.e., the sum of particles across all diameters), 
efficiencies between 87-94% were measured. It is interesting to note that the efficiency appeared 
to be independent of particle diameter. 
 
Figure 8: Particle number measurements with DOS exposure through the growth apparatus showed 6-
13% fewer particles than those taken without DOS. Lines are shown to aid the eye. 
 Because fewer particles were measured after passage through the DGA, this is considered 
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where seed particles can become stuck, and therefore not make it to the instrument for 
measurement. If experimental runs could show 6-13% loss (87-94% transmission efficiency), 
this would be acceptable for analysis, however if there is too much particle loss through a growth 
apparatus, measurement on the mass spectrometer may be impacted with lower mass loadings
37
 
and under representation of the particles. Further optimization of temperatures, the organic 
matrix, and the growth apparatus design would be necessary to improve transmission efficiency. 
This will be relevant later when particle transmission efficiency is discussed further in section 
4.1.3 and in the introduction of Squ to these experiments in section 4.2. 
4.1.2 Particle Growth with Dioctyl Sebacate 
 One of the applications of my project is to artificially grow particles to a size measurable 
by NIR-LDI-AMS in our laboratory. As discussed about, for efficient sampling by the particle 
inlet, seed particles must grow to a minimum of 50 nm. 
 Particle growth experiments were done according to section 3.5. 
Again, particle size distributions were measured pre- and post-the DGA. Results from a 
typical experiment are shown in Figure 9. Here, the geometric mean particle diameter, defined as 
the particle diameter at 50% probability point across the size distribution
38
 (seen in Figure 1), of 
aerosol entering and exiting the DGA is plotted as a function of time. On average, particle 
diameter was seen to increase by approximately 60 nm, bringing particles well within the 
sampling region of the particle inlet. The diameter increase was consistent in both dry and humid 





Figure 9: Particle diameter measured under humid and dry conditions. Particles measured through the 
DGA were 30-60 nm larger than the direct particle measurements, without DOS. Lines are shown to aid 
the eye. 
 
 Under humid conditions, the CHA-derived SOA particles at particle genesis were grown 
to a measurable size within the first few minutes of SOA formation, while the natural particles, 
without DOS, were under 50 nm until about 15 minutes after SOA formation.  
4.1.3 Particle Transmission Efficiencies with Dioctyl Sebacate 
 As stated above, some particle loss is expected through the growth apparatus due to the 
extra volume through which seed particles must travel. The characterization experiment was 
done to monitor these losses and potential formation of new particles. If more particles are 
measured through DGA than the losses that were seen in characterization experiments (Figure 8), 
this may suggest either a measurement error (instrumental), or the formation of particles from the 
growth matrix, (i.e., homogeneous nucleation under particle sampling conditions). If this was the 
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but instead show larger particles made of pure organic (DOS). Chemical analysis later may be 
impacted by pure particles or underrepresentation of the seed particle of interest.  
The SMPS measurements showed that with DOS there was particle diameter increase 
(Figure 9), but they also showed that through DGA (with DOS) there was a decrease in the 
number of particles measured under both humid and dry conditions (Figure 10).  
In Figure 10-a, the particle number for three experimental runs under dry conditions are 
shown. There is between 10% (Run 3) and 48% (Run 1) fewer particles measured with DOS 
exposure than without DOS throughout the three runs even though experimental conditions were 
maintained nominally constant. The transmission efficiencies for these particles is between 52% 
and 90%. Similarly, as shown Figure 10-b, particle transmission efficiencies when the DGA was 
in-line ranged from 53-71%. 




Figure 10: Particle number for CHA-derived SOA under dry (10-a) and humid (10-b) conditions 
measured with DOS, through DGA, and without DOS, measured directly from PGC. Lines are shown to 
aid the eye. 
The particle transmission efficiencies experienced in different experimental runs, both 
dry and humid, is inconsistent and varies significantly for experiments under the same 
conditions. When thinking about the optimal organic to use for the growth matrix component, 
DOS satisfies the established criteria, however, because of the inconsistencies in transmission 
efficiency across experimental runs, there were additional analyses that needed to be done to 













































To test whether the temperature being set to 90℃ was causing the transmission 
efficiencies to differ so greatly (i.e. unoptimized temperature), several experiments were also 
conducted at lower temperatures of the DOS bath. The particle diameter of CHA SOA in Run 1 
from Figure 10-a is shown in Figure 11. The diameter of CHA SOA particles is monitored as the 
temperature of the DOS reservoir is changed. As the temperature increased, so did the particle 
diameter, however, the number of particles measured through DGA (with DOS) stayed 
consistent throughout the experimental run. The difference in temperature appears to have no 
effect on the particle loss, and therefore the inconsistencies in particle loss through DGA cannot 
be attributed to an unoptimized temperature. 
 
 
Figure 11: Particle diameter from Run 1 in Figure 10-a. As temperature increased, for every 2℃, the 
particle diameter increased by 8-10 nm. Lines drawn and temperatures included to aid the eye. 
 The design of the growth apparatus is another area that could be optimized to improve 
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angles the particles had to traverse in order to flow through DGA. Figure 4 shows how when the 
particles enter DGA, they are directed straight down (toward the liquid DOS surface) and are 
pulled upward through the condenser by the established flow rates. This introduces opportunities 
for particles to become stuck, and thus lost, within the apparatus. Experiments were done to try 
to redirect the particles upon entrance to DGA, however, no reproducible, nor significant 
improvements in the amount of particle transmission efficiency were obtained. This becomes an 
area for possible improvement, which is addressed in the discussion of Squ in section 4.2.1.  
4.1.4 Mass Spectrometry  
 This project is centered on improving mass spectrometry measurements to surmount the 
current limitations. To test whether the concept of coating seed particles with an organic matrix 
for mass spectrometry measurement was feasible, DOS coated ammonium sulfate and SOA 
particles were analyzed. Representative mass spectra are shown in Figures 12 and 13, 
respectively. Spectra were normalized by setting the most intense peak to an intensity value of 1, 





Figure 12: Normalized mass spectrum obtained from DOS-coated ammonium sulfate particles. The most 
intense peak at nominal mass unit 97 is bisulfate, HSO4 
-





































































 Figure 13 also shows a mass spectrum obtained for uncoated CHA SOA for comparison. 
This spectrum is in the positive intensity region and the spectrum obtained with DOS coating has 
been flipped (with negative intensity) to show peak by peak comparison between the spectra. 
Ammonium sulfate seed particles are solid phase
36
 and thus are used to show that by 
coating solids in a liquid organic layer (DOS
36
) they can be measured by mass spectrometry. 
Ammonium sulfate particles are solid under our working RH conditions, and so are expected to 
bounce from the aluminum probe surface upon impaction. As such, we cannot measure aerosol 
mass spectra for these particles. However, upon coating with DOS, a mass spectrum emerges 
(Figure 12). Nonetheless, while chemical analysis of the sulfate particles was possible, 
ammonium sulfate is a simple molecule, which should only produce several different m/z ion 
peaks. One of these ions, HSO4
-
 dominates the spectrum at m/z 97. A second, smaller ion signal 
is also observed for the sulfate fragment (which shows up at the single charged SO4
-
 ion) at m/z 
96. The majority (if not all) of the other ion peaks measured likely originate from the DOS and 
serve only to complicate the spectrum.
 
 Similarly, the CHA SOA spectra (Figure 13) show a clear difference between the 
particles measured with DOS and without DOS. Many of the intense peaks in the “Without 
DOS” spectrum, are still visible in the “With DOS” spectrum. However, there are many more 
intense peaks that would make discerning the actual spectrum difficult if the “With DOS” 
spectrum did not have a “Without DOS” counterpart. For example, if there were small particles 
that were only measurable with the organic matrix coating, the peaks that appear as a result of 
DOS would interfere with the subsequent chemical analysis of the small particles that do not 
have a direct measurement data available. 
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 While DOS gives promising results in terms of particle growth and ability to measure 
particles previously inaccessible to our existing methods, the inconsistent particle losses through 
DGA and the appearance of interfering peaks on the mass spectra suggest that further 
optimization to the method was needed. Therefore, no further work was expended on 
optimization of DGA due to the unsatisfactory mass spectrometry results. 
4.2 Squalane 
 Squalane (Squ) was identified as another organic matrix that met the criteria we 
established for the growth matrix. In this section, I will show that where DOS was designated 
unsuitable for the organic by which to grow particles for measurement, Squ appears promising. 
4.2.1 Apparatus Optimization and Characterization 
In section 3.4.1, I defined the Squ growth apparatus (SGA) as a redesigned, or optimized, 
growth apparatus. Due to the particle losses experienced with DGA, and to minimize variables 
that may affect the qualifications for Squ as a growth media, SGA was developed and is shown 
in Figure 5. 
Temperature optimization of Squ in SGA was done according to the methods described 
in section 3.4.2. When the particle diameter measured with Squ, through SGA, was larger than 
the particle diameter measured without Squ, the temperature of the Squ was recorded. The 
temperature range established for optimal particle growth from this process was 76-80℃. Figure 
14 shows that when CHA-derived SOA is exposed to Squ through the growth apparatus, the 




Figure 14: Particle diameter and number measured through SGA and directly from the PGC as the 
temperature of SGA was changed throughout the optimized temperature range. Lines are drawn and 
temperatures shown to aid the eye. 
 
 Similar to the results obtained with DOS (Figure 11), Figure 14 shows that throughout 
the optimized temperature range, there is variability in particle size, however the particle 
transmission efficiencies through SGA stay consistent for an average of approximately 80%.  
As temperature of Squ was increased and decreased, the amount of particle growth 
through SGA increased and decreased accordingly. Particle diameter growth ranged from 12 nm 
























14-a, the particle number remains constant in both the “With Squalane” and “Without Squalane” 
measurements, shown in Figure 14-b. 
 Characterization showed that there was an average of 87.4% particle transmission 
efficiency through SGA in the absence of Squ (Figure 15). In the presence of Squ the average 
particle transmission efficiency decreased to near 80% through SGA, which is still acceptable. 
More discussion of particle transmission efficiency through SGA and consistency of these 
efficiencies between the characterization experiment and the experimental runs is to follow in 
section 4.2.3.  
 
Figure 15: Particle number measured through SGA and directly during the characterization experiment 
in the absence of Squ. Lines are shown to aid the eye. 
4.2.2 Particle Growth with Squalane 
Experiments using Squ were performed for growth in accordance with sections 3.4.1 and 
3.5.  
Particle growth was measured using SMPSs and is presented in Figure 16. Figures 16-a, 
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2 ceased to function and so SMPS 1 was used to make both direct measurements, and 
measurements through SGA.  
Particles measured with Squ, through SGA, showed geometric mean diameters that were 
larger than those measured directly, without Squ (as shown above). In Figure 16-a, CHA SOA is 
shown under both humid and dry conditions. Particles grew by an average of 17 nm and 16 nm 
under humid and dry conditions, respectively. There was an average of 22 nm, 45 nm, and 29 nm 
growth in Figures 16-b, 16-c, and 16-d, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 16: Particle diameter measured both through SGA and directly. Through SGA, particle diameter 
was larger than direct measurements, without Squ. Lines are shown to aid the eye. 
 Because the particle diameters are larger through SGA, the data in Figure 16 suggests 
that Squ is successful in artificially growing each of the five seed particle varieties that were used 
in experimental runs.  
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 A motivation for my project was the observation of CHA-derived SOA particles under 
humid conditions forming particles that were smaller than 50 nm in diameter, however, the 
observation of these particles upon formation did not persist by the time Squ was being used. 
This can be seen in Figure 16-a. Though these particles started forming around 100 nm in 
diameter, which is large enough to efficiently sample with the NIR-LDI-AMS spectrometer, Squ 
was still able to grow these particles, and so the proof-of-concept of my project was still valid.  
Other members of the research group were studying 1-octene-3-ol (OTL), another GLV, 
and observed ultrafine particles upon formation and throughout the experimental runs. Because 
ultrafine CHA-derived SOA particles were no longer being observed, the OTL SOA experiment 
(Figure 16-d) was included as an additional proof-of-concept of my project. Shown in the 
“Without Squalane” data, OTL SOA particles remained below 50 nm throughout the entire 
experimental run, but measurement with Squ shows that they were larger than 50 nm. Artificial 
growth to measurable sizes by Squ is shown with the inclusion of the OTL SOA experiment. 
4.2.3 Particle Transmission Efficiency with Squalane 
 Particle transmission efficiency through the apparatus was measured by monitoring the 
number of particles measured through SGA and those measured directly. The same experimental 
runs shown in Figure 16 for particle diameter are showed in Figure 17 for particle number (with 




Figure 17: Particle number measured with and without Squ. Through SGA, with Squ, fewer particles are 
measured than without Squ. Lines are included to aid the eye. 
In Figure 17-a both dry and humid CHA-derived SOA experimental runs are shown, each 
with an average of 85% particle transmission efficiency through SGA. Figures 17-b and 17-c 
show average particle transmission efficiencies of 89% and 92%, respectively. When comparing 
the particle losses from the characterization experiment (Figure 14) to those of the experimental 
runs in Figure 17, they are all close to, or within the range of transmission efficiency experienced 
in the absence of Squ.  
This is much more consistent than what was seen with DOS, making Squ a better 
candidate for growth and experimental reproducibility. As stated above however, mass 
spectrometric analysis is the ultimate motivator for this project, so the organic matrix used for 
coating particles must not complicate mass spectra. Use of DOS for particle growth and coating 


































































AMS spectrometer. In the next section, mass spectra showed attesting to the improved analytical 
capabilities of using Squ as the growth matrix for a variety of seed particles.  
4.2.4 Mass Spectrometry  
 Ammonium sulfate was again used to model solid particles for mass spectrometry 
measurement. Again, when these particles are measured without any type of coating (like DOS 
or Squ), no mass spectrum is obtained. Coating these particles in Squ showed only a few peaks, 
making chemical analysis and assignment of peaks simple (Figure 18). The peak at nominal m/z  
97 is the bisulfate (HSO4
-
) peak, followed by 123 which can be assigned to an Al
-
 (from the 
aluminum probe)/SO4
2-
 (sulfate) ion cluster. The most intense peak at nominal m/z  219 can be 
attributed to combinations of the lower mass peaks, although it could not be directly identified. 
 
 
Figure 18: Normalized mass spectrum of ammonium sulfate particles coated in Squ. 
 
 Comparing Figure 18 to Figure 12, it is clear that Squ contributes far fewer signals to the 
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ammonium sulfate, and therefore is better suited to coating solid particles so that they may be 
measured with minimal interference from extraneous matrix ions. 
 Figure 19, showing the mass spectra for dry CHA-derived SOA particles both with and 
without Squ shows an almost peak to peak mirroring the spectra. Similarly, Figure 20 shows the 
mass spectra for humid CHA-derived SOA particles. Here, we see a general similarity between 
the two spectra, showing the same general patterns of peaks; however, the peak-to-peak 
correspondence is not as good. Nonetheless, contrary to the case of DOS-coated SOA particles, 
the mass spectra are relatively free of matrix interferences and spectral comparison more reliable.  
 HXL-derived SOA was generated and measured using Squ. The mass spectra obtained 
both with and without Squ are presented in Figure 21.  While some of the higher nominal mass 
units are missing peaks in the “With Squalane” spectrum that appear in the “Without Squalane” 
spectrum, many of the rest of the peaks are in alignment with each other. This is further evidence 
that particles artificially grown with Squ are identifiable in a mass spectrum without 





Figure 19: Normalized mass spectra of CHA-derived SOA under dry conditions with and without Squ. 
 






























































Figure 21: Normalized mass spectra for HXL-derived SOA with and without Squ. 
   
While particle growth to measurable size was observed in the OTL-derived SOA 
experiment, no mass spectra were obtained. However, this is not due to a failure of the Squ to 
allow for ultrafine particle measurement, but rather, low particle mass loading, under 1 μg per 
m
3
, is below the sensitivity of our mass spectrometer method.
 
Even when sampling for 240 
seconds in efforts to deposit enough SOA for measurement, no spectra were obtained.  
The results presented from the studies using Squ have shown that artificial growth (by 
increasing particle diameter) and coating seed particles through SGA can be used for mass 
spectrometry measurement. A successful collection of mass spectral data for ammonium sulfate 
particles using NIR-LDI-AMS was achieved, as was measurement of “grown” secondary organic 



































5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Because of their impacts on the atmosphere, climate, and human health, the formation 
and ageing processes of SOA are of particular interest to the Petrucci Group.
2,7,9,10,12
 Significant 
contributions to SOA mass from GLV precursors have been identified
6,7,14
, and therefore, they 
have been the focus of the research conducted in the Petrucci Group. GLVs are emitted by leafy 
plants as a response to plant tissue damage and plant signaling, and though expansive areas of 
the world are covered in turfgrass and other leafy plants, GLVs remain poorly studied and 
understood. Primary GLV emissions from turf grass include CHA and HXL.
14
 Oxidation of both 
CHA and HXL with ozone to form their respective SOA products has been studied by the 
Petrucci Group in efforts to understand how processes such as mowing the lawn or chopping 
sugarcane can form SOA, and how this SOA can impact the atmosphere and environment.
6,7,14,15 
Recent work done in the group has shown that under humid conditions (RH, 75%), CHA-
derived SOA particles were 20-30 nm in diameter upon formation. This is too small for mass 
spectrometry measurements to be obtained due to inefficient particle sampling with the 
aerodynamic lens of the mass spectrometer. 
Aerosol mass spectrometry has become the standard method for chemical analyses of 
SOA products, and the Petrucci Group has developed a mass spectrometer that utilizes soft 
ionization to minimize fragmentation and greatly deconvolute mass spectra.
25
 NIR-LDI with a 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer is employed for mass spectral chemical analyses. A limitation 
of this instrument, and of all current instruments using particle lenses for aerosol sampling, is 
that the particle lens only efficiently collimates particles with diameters greater than 50 nm. 
Additionally, solid particles tend to rebound from the aluminum wire probe at which they are 
directed due to their high velocity prior to impaction. 
38 
 
 In this work, a method for the artificial growth and coating of aerosol particles for mass 
spectrometry measurement has been presented. A growth apparatus designed for the 
condensation of an organic matrix on to seed particles was used to deposit a Squ-coating. This 
coating provided an increase in aerosol particle diameter to a size which would allow for the 
ultrafine particles observed to be measured upon formation. The Squ also provided a liquid shell 
coating to solid ammonium sulfate particles, allowing for deposition on the aluminum wire probe 
and mass spectrometry measurement. Both applications of the project were achieved and a 
suitable organic for the growth medium was identified.  
Though the criteria established in section 2.4 led the research in the direction of using 
DOS, it was deemed unsuitable a growth matrix for mass spectral analysis. The experimental 
runs with DOS showed that although growth and mass spectrometry measurement was possible, 
there were particle transmission efficiencies ranging from 52-90% throughout experimental runs 
under the same conditions. While optimization of the apparatus was under way, the appearance 
of peaks from DOS on mass spectra interfered with chemical analyses. This was an automatic 
disqualifier for the use of DOS. 
Use of Squ showed that particle growth by up to 60 nm for some particles was possible, 
but even along the smaller range of particle growth observed, ~17 nm, ultrafine particles would 
quickly be grown to a measurable size. The optimization of the growth apparatus, SGA, allowed 
for particle transmission efficiencies throughout experimental runs to be reproducible and 
comparable to the characterization experiment. Mass spectra were also obtained using Squ. For 
ammonium sulfate, which normally cannot be measured with NIR-LDI-AMS, a simple spectrum 
with few peaks was collected.  For CHA-derived SOA particles under dry conditions, there was 
no interference from Squ, as the spectra obtained with and without Squ were almost identical. 
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The other SOA particles, CHA-derived under humid conditions and HXL-derived, show very 
similar spectra with and without Squ. Though they are not as close as with CHA-derived SOA 
under dry conditions, there is still minimal interference as the peak patterns are the same with 
and without Squ.  
Studies of both CHA-derived SOA under humid conditions and HXL-derived SOA with 
Squ were cut short due to the stay-at-home order of Governor Phil Scott, however, based on the 
work presented with CHA-derived SOA under dry conditions and ammonium sulfate, Squ is 
effective in growing and coating particles for mass spectrometry measurement. There is minimal 
interference from Squ on the mass spectra that were collected for each of the various seed 
particles studied. More studies with CHA SOA under humid conditions and HXL SOA would 
help to understand the reproducibility of Squ appearance or non-appearance on the spectra. 
Further studies of ultrafine particles would also be useful for understanding any nuances in mass 
spectrometry measurement with artificial growth. By the time that studies with Squ were 
underway, formation of ultrafine particles with CHA-derived SOA under humid conditions was 
no longer observed, and though small particles with OTL were able to be grown to a measurable 
size, low mass loading prevented NIR-LDI-AMS measurement. 
Based on the needs of the research group and the limitations in our ability to measure 
ultrafine and solid phase particles, a method has been developed for the artificial growth of 
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